This paper synthesizes experimental results reported here with computational results towards development of a reliable heat transfer correlation for a specific annular condensation flow regime inside a vertical tube. For fully condensing flows of pure vapor (FC-72) inside a vertical cylindrical tube of 6.6 mm diameter and 0.7 m length, the experimental measurements are shown to yield values of average heat transfer co-efficient, and approximate length of full condensation.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This paper presents a fundamental experimental investigation for gravity driven internal condensing flows inside a vertical tube. Only the pure vapor case (with FC-72 as a working fluid) is considered.
There are quite a few existing experimental papers with condensation in vertical tubes and passages ( [1] - [4] , etc.) which involve a number of pure fluids. Also there are several heat transfer correlations ( [5] - [11] , etc.) which have been developed to cover various different realms of internal condensing flow physics (including those involving horizontal and vertical tubes). The experiments as well as the correlations in the literature ( [5] - [11] ) cover a rather large set of internal condensing flow regimes and associated flow physics. For example, condensing flows in the literature involve: shear driven to gravity driven condensate motion (inside horizontal to vertical tubes and channels), laminar to turbulent nature of the flows in the vapor phase, and laminar (with or without waves) to turbulent (wavy) nature of condensate flows, and annular to various non-annular (plug/slug, bubbly, etc.) liquid/vapor interface-configuration patterns (also termed liquid/vapor morphologies). One of the goals of these types of investigations has been to synthesize analyses and experiments to provide reliable order of magnitude estimates for average heat transfer coefficients over the large set of flow physics conditions associated with condensing flows. In addition to the above, there are also modern condensing flow experiments for flows in μm-mm scale ducts ( [12] - [14] ). These newer experiments typically involve shear driven and laminar condensate motion and exhibit even a greater variety of liquid-vapor morphologies (injection annular, plug/slug, etc.) for different steady/quasi-steady and oscillatory realizations of these flows.
In the above context, the goal of the reported experiments is to use a reliable synthesis of experiments with computational/theoretical results obtained for a specific flow physics category and to develop a reliable heat transfer correlation (s) for the chosen category. In this paper, gravity driven flows with laminar wavy and annular condensate flows are investigated. The theoretical/computational results [16] and its synthesis with experimental results reported here is, to begin with, for the flow physics category of laminar condensate and laminar vapor (in the near interface region) flows which are annular with small to moderate waviness. The theoretical/computational results in [16] do not employ any ad hoc models (as in [7] , [8] , [14] ) for interfacial shear stress, pressure gradient, condensate turbulence, etc. Results from this approach, in conjunction with experimental result, is used to define flow physics boundaries. This is done by considering experimental data that agree with the theory in [16] as well as data that systematically deviates from the flow physics assumptions underlying the theory. Therefore this approach identifies nearby flow physics categories for which the agreement is not good and one needs to properly model the interactions between the vapor flow in the "near-interface" region and condensate waviness associated with laminar or turbulent condensate flows. Over the identified regime of disagreement with theory, the "near interface" vapor flow and condensate waviness interactions are strong enough to significantly enhance the heat transfer rates compared to the laminar/laminar (with or without waves) approach [16] . The eventual goal of this type of experiment/theory synthesis is that if one wants more accurate flow prediction tool and/or correlations, one should be able to develop (through appropriate synthesis of experiments and analysis) the theory and requisite correlations for other specific categories of condensing flow physics. The ability to develop this synthesis for laminar/laminar annular flows is reported here and, with the help of more and appropriate experimental data, the way to accomplish the same for more complex nearby flowphysics categories (such as cases involving significant interfacial waviness) is also outlined.
Another objective of the reported investigations is to develop an experimental flow control strategy that helps us understand the role of boundary-condition sensitivities associated with different impositions of quasisteady or time varying pressure-differences across the condenser. The reported experimental investigations have sufficient number of flow controls that allow one to independently vary the inlet mass flow rate M , inlet or exit pressures, and vapor to condensing-surface temperature difference ∆T. The exit condition for the condenser is specified by exit pressure through appropriate flow control strategies. Due to an error in some of our earlier results ( [17] - [20] ) for gravity driven partial condensation flows inside a vertical tube, we wrongly stated that condensing flows are generally "elliptic" because, for a given set of inlet and wall conditions, one can always impose different steady exit conditions and achieve different steady annular flows. The corrections on these earlier reported theory and computations have been recently made ( [21] ), and we find that there exists sensitivity to exit conditions (termed "elliptic sensitivity" in [21] ). But the sensitivity is limited only to presence of timevarying or quasi-steady pressure-difference impositions that are different than the natural steady pressuredifference ( [16] and [21] ) for a given quasi-steady mass flow rate and cooling conditions. Furthermore, this sensitivity is limited to shear driven or mixed driven (partially shear and partially gravity driven) internal condensing flows.
The experimental and theoretical results confirming "elliptic-sensitivity" for shear driven flows (whether they occur in μm-scale ducts or perfectly horizontal channels or zero-gravity duct flows) are reported separately in [21] . These results are of enormous significance in properly ensuring repeatable realizations of annular/stratified shear driven flows -which happen to be less repeatable and robust than the gravity driven flows reported in this paper. The shear driven flows' elliptic sensitivity results are also important in understanding the greater variety and complexity of shear driven condensing flows' liquid/vapor morphologiessuch as those observed in large diameter horizontal tubes (see Carey [22] ) and in μm-scale ducts ( [12] , [14] )).
Improper or inadvertent imposition of exit-conditions may also be the cause for various flow transients ([23] - [25] ) observed for "mixed" or purely shear driven internal condensing flows in horizontal tubes. Furthermore, as theoretically and experimentally shown in [21] , availability of suitable time-periodic fluctuations in flow variables (mass flow rate, inlet/outlet pressures, etc.) is key to enabling multiple pressure-difference impositions that, independent of any impact on flow rates, affects condensate thickness and leads to different quasi-steady shear driven annular flows with large changes (> 20 -30 %) in heat transfer rates.
It is shown here that gravity driven and gravity dominated internal condensing annular flows (see [16] for the definition of this flow) do not allow externally imposed changes in self-selected exit conditions if inlet pressure, inlet mass flow rate, and condensing-surface thermal conditions are specified (i.e. the problem is "parabolic" with no exit-condition sensitivity). Most of the vertical tube cases reported here fall in this gravity driven and gravity dominated annular internal condensing flow category.
Since this paper deals only with gravity dominated flows and [21] deals only with purely shear driven flows, we expect that our planned future experiments dealing with mixed driven flows will exhibit ellipticsensitivity behavior that is intermediate between these two limiting cases.
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Experimental Facility and Setup
The vertical tube condenser test-section, which is shown in Fig. 1 , is a part of a closed flow loop shown in Fig. 2 . The flow loop is designed for investigation of partial and fully condensing flows although fully condensing flows alone are of interest to this paper. It has three independent feedback control strategies that can fix and steady the values of: inlet mass flow rate M through active feedback control of the heat input to the evaporator/boiler, condensing surface temperature T W (x) (uniform or non-uniform) through feedback control of coolant water flow rate and its temperature, and inlet pressure p in through active feedback control of one of the controllable displacement pumps in the set up. The flow in Fig. 2 is also especially designed to allow development of procedures under which condensing flows can be allowed to reach steady state while seeking their own self-selected exit conditions (exit quality or pressure). These flows with self-selected exit conditions are termed 'natural' flows. This closed flow loop also allows development of procedures (see section 6) which are able to tell us, in somewhat different ways than some other open loop experiments (e.g. [12] - [13] ), as to whether or not gravity driven (and gravity dominated) condensing flows will accommodate different externally imposed quasi-steady pressure-difference values that are different from the self-selected natural value.
A 0-540 W electric heater wrapped around the evaporator/boiler in Fig. 2 The test-section in Fig. 1 is a 0.8 m long (however the condensing-surface itself is 0.7 m long), vertical, stainless steel (316 SS) tube of 6.6 mm inner diameter, D, and 7.94 mm outer diameter. At the entrance of the test-section, the inlet vapor temperature is denoted as T V-in , the inlet pressure is denoted as p in , and the inlet vapor is kept slightly superheated (i.e. T V-in is 2-10 o C above T sat (p in )). A suitable thermocouple and an absolute pressure transducer respectively measure the temperature, T V-in, and pressure, p in , of the vapor at the inlet. The dynamic view from an axial boroscope, mounted at the top of the test-section shown in Fig. 1 , is used to visualize and ascertain the nature of the flow in the test-section. The boroscope videos verified that the quasisteady flows reported here were indeed wavy annular. The use of this boroscope also allowed us to ascertain and ensure the dryness of the incoming vapor at the entrance to the test-section.
This test-section (see Fig. 1 ) is suitably instrumented with various sensors (thermocouples, pressure transducers, etc.). The technique used for mounting all the sensors in the test-section is described in detail in Siemonko [26] . An improved method that allows sensors to be replaced or removed more easily is used in the new test section of Fig. 1 ([27] ).
The test-section in Fig. 1b (not shown to size relative to the outer tube in Resistance temperature device (RTDs) and type-T thermocouples measure temperatures at different locations of the test-section (see Fig. 1 ) and at other flow loop locations marked by points B´, B, T´, T´′, C 1 , C 2 , D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , P 1´, and P´ in Fig. 2 . Absolute pressure transducers measure pressures at: test-section locations 1, 3, 6, and 9 in Fig. 1 and at locations B, P 1´ and D 2 in Fig. 2 . A sensitive, variable reluctance differential pressure transducer measures pressure differences in the test-section (in Fig. 1 , this is between locations 1 and 6). Two electronically controllable displacement pumps P 1 and P 2 (see Fig. 2 ) can pump liquid FC-72 at a steady or unsteady specification of volume or mass flow rates. Flow meters at locations marked F 1 (Coriolis meter that directly measures mass flow rate), F 2 (a volume flow rate measuring rotameter), P 1 (volume flow rate meter imbedded in pump P 1 ), and P 2 (volume flow rate meter imbedded in pump P 2 ) are corrected as necessary to yield mass flow rates through those locations. Most of the details of the employed data acquisition system are available in Siemionko [26] and Kurita [27] . The purging process ([26] - [27] ) ensures that the vapor flowing in the test section is pure over the duration of the experimental run and that non-condensable air in the flow loop has an insignificant presence.
For convenience in discussing the behavior of this flow loop, the system in Fig. 2 is broken into the following sub-systems. (i) Sub-system A is the portion of the flow loop between points P ′ and T ′ (this portion contains the flow into the evaporator, the evaporator, the flow meter F 1 , valve V 1 , and the tubing leading the flow into the test-section). (ii) Sub-system B in the test-section portion of the flow loop between points T ′ and T ′′ in Fig. 2 and a portion of the secondary coolant loop (not shown here but described in Kurita [27] ). These sub-section names are used, as needed, for later discussions of the experimental results.
The facility reported above can be and has been used for partially condensing flows. However, since a good comparison for gravity driven partially condensing flows experimental data of Lu and Suryanarayana [28] with the theory [16] has already been achieved, they are not considered in this paper. Though, in future, the use of the above experimental facility for investigations of boundary condition sensitivities of partially condensing flows is planned.
Operating Procedure
Procedure for "Natural/Unspecified" Exit Condition Cases for Fully Condensing Gravity Driven Flows
To realize fully condensing flows in the flow loop schematic of Fig. 2 , the auxiliary condenser flowsection is removed (valves V3 and V4 are closed). The liquid completely fills the line from some "point of full condensation" in the test-section all the way to the boiler/evaporator (this means that the liquid fills all the locations marked as T , L/V separator, and the electronically controllable displacement pump P 1 ). "Natural/selfselected" fully condensing flow cases is achieved in this set-up by two different procedures.
In procedure-1, the inlet mass flow rate M in is held fixed by the evaporator heater control, the condensing surface temperature T w (x) by coolant temperature and flow rate control of the coolant in the secondary loop, and, inlet vapor temperature T V-in is steadied (at a desired value through an electric heating tape on the vapor line feeding into the test-section). The inlet pressure is allowed to seek a natural value of p in = p in | Na as well as the exit pressure is allowed to seek a certain natural value of p exit = p exit | Na by making the exit liquid mass flow rate M L-e (through the displacement pump P 1 ) track the inlet mass flow rate M in (measured through
Coriolis meter F 1 ) through the tracking equation M L-e|P 1 = M in . The steady values of the inlet and exit pressures that are eventually achieved lead to a well defined self-selected "natural" pressure difference Δp| Na = p in | Nap exit | Na . The dryness of the vapor at the inlet is ensured through boroscope visualization and a check that the
The same value of Δp| Na is also achieved by a second (and preferred) procedure, viz. procedure-2. In this procedure-2, different long term steady values of inlet vapor mass flow rate M in are achieved by active evaporator heat control while the displacement pump P 1 holds fixed the inlet pressure p in = p in * at different set values. This is possible because the pump P 1 is controlled through a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller which, through ups and downs in the flow rate passing through P 1 is able to attain a steady p in = p in * and a steady in the mean flow rate through P 1 . These mass flow rate shifts through the pump P 1 eventually become minuscule around the steady continuous mass flow rate value of M in through the Coriolis meter F 1 .
During this operation, inlet temperature T V-in (manipulated through the control of the tape heater on the line between F 1 and the test-section inlet), and the mean wall temperature T W (manipulated through the control of the secondary coolant's flow rate and its chiller controlled temperature) are steadied and held fixed at approximate desirable values. When the flow steadies to some "self selected/natural" steady exit pressure p exit *, a steady value of Δp = p in *-p exit * = Δp| Na is obtained.
It is found, for the same M in and ΔT, Δp values obtained from procedure-2 is the same as the one obtained through procedure-1. The advantage of procedure-2 is that it allows one to change temperature difference ∆T T S p -T W by changing pressure p in without any need for changing T w (x) to achieve different mean temperatures T w .
Error Analysis, Repeatability, and Flow Morphology for the Experimental Data
The accuracies of all the instruments (except the Coriolis meter F 1 ) used for reported values of directly measured variables were established after their in-house calibrations with the help of suitable and reliable reference instruments of known resolution and appropriate reference physical conditions (temperature, flow rate, pressure, etc.).
The accuracy of the Coriolis meter was established by the vendor support staff at the time of its installation. The error estimates for the calculated variables reported in Table 1 were obtained by well-known standard procedures (see [29] ) described in the Appendix. When experimental results are given in a tabular form (such as Table 1 ), the accuracies of both measured and calculated variables within a column is taken into account. For variables whose errors are either due to resolution in the measurement or are significantly lower order of magnitude than the variables involved, the maximum value of these errors are reported in the headers of appropriate columns in Table 1 . For variables whose errors correlate with the mean values of the variables itself, percentage relative errors (both mean and maximum values) are reported in the relevant column headers.
In addition to error estimates, repeatability of the fully condensing flows for independent runs were Fig. 3b are the same for all the three steady states (which have approximately the same M in and ΔT values), the result experimentally demonstrates the fact that these gravity driven flows are sufficiently stable [20] and are able to self-seek their own exit conditions (like "parabolic" flows) in multiple experimental realizations.
The boroscope video mounted on the top of the test-section indicated that all the gravity driven flows reported and investigated here (see Fig. 4 ) exhibited an ability to seek and retain robust wavy annular flows.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR VERTICAL TUBE AND COMPARISONS WITH THEORY
Notations Used for Reporting Experimental Results
Let Ṁ be the inlet mass flow rate of the vapor, and ∆T be a fixed representative value of a certain vapor to wall temperature difference profile. Let Ṁ L x and Ṁ V x be the condensate and the vapor mass flow rates at any given location x (0 ≤ x ≤ L) along the test section length. Let the inlet Reynolds number be given as Re in ≡ ρ 2 UD/µ 2 where U is the average speed of vapor at the inlet (i.e. 16]), the thermal condition for the condensing-surface remains the same. Furthermore we verified that the simulation results (based on the methods described in [16] )
were nearly the same, with regard to the overall quantities of interest to this paper, for a non-uniform temperature T W (x) and for the associated uniform temperatureT W . The non-monotonous trend of θ W x in Fig.   5a is understandable and its x variations associated with varying flow physics of increasing thickness of a nearly smooth condensate, onset of significant waviness, and eventual single phase nature of the flow.
Experimental Range and Results
The experimental results given in Table 1 for the fully condensing flows show key details of different and representative flow runs. These results were obtained by the flow loop arrangement in Fig. 2 It should be noted that our ability to cover a limited range of  2 / 1 and  2 / 1 values in Fig. 5c results from the fact that ∆T T S p -T W is systematically changed by changing the inlet pressure p in and the representative vapor properties change when T S p changes.
It was observed that, for the chosen and reported values of M in and ∆T T S p -T W , the flow selfselected an effective point of full condensation whose distance x FC from the inlet was such that 0 < x FC < L and the test-section was filled with liquid downstream of the point/zone of full condensation (in the video, unlike the still picture in Fig. 4b , the upper level of liquid that filled the tube was above the green light and was quite visible). Most gravity driven vertical tube flows visually appeared to be annular wavy up to some point x A close to the point x FC (> x A ) of full condensation. The length (x FC -x A ) of the non-annular zone could not be quantified but appeared small and somewhat dependent on flow conditions. This length x FC is typically estimated (by extrapolation of the computationally obtained [16] values of the 'quality' curve with x -beyond x A to x FC ) to cover points where at least 90 to 100% of the incoming vapor mass flow rate has already condensed. The experimental results given in Table 1 for these "self-selected/natural" fully condensing flows show a hydrostatic component in absolute pressure readings at tranducer loactions below the point of full condensation. For most cases considered here, x FC < x 9 < L, and therefore there is always a hydrostatic component of pressure at location -x 9 in Fig. 1 . This implies:
Because both the reported experiments ( Fig. 6a ) and associated theory ( [16] ) confirm that, for most cases, the pressure differences in the two-phase (mostly) annular region is negligible compared to the hydrostatic pressure
(2) simplifies to:
Because the left side of Eq. (3) is available from the experimental results, Eq. (3) is used to obtain experimental estimates for x FC , the distance between the inlet and the effective point of full condensation.
Furthermore the computational solution approach described in the companion paper [16] gives -under the assumption of nearly smooth interface, steady laminar vapor flow (in the near interface zone) and laminar condensate flow -direct theoretical estimates for x FC and (p in -p x-FC ) values. Cases for which the prediction tool in [16] does not allow (or is not valid) one to go right up to 100% condensation, the theoretical estimate for x FC is obtained by extrapolating from the theoretically obtained distances for 80 -90% condensation of the incoming vapor. Although predictions of |(p in -p x-FC )| is off, its order of magnitude is correct and, therefore it is found that the right side of Eq. (3) correctly approximates the right side of Eq. (2).
For fully condensing flows, the experimental value of the average heat-transfer coefficient h (or h E ) is obtained from Eq. (4) below. For this, the experimental estimates of M in , x FC , and ∆T T S p -T W are used in Eq. (4).
The theoretical value of the average heat-transfer coefficient h (or h S ) is obtained by employing the computationally obtained values for the distance x FC in Eq. (4). The resulting value of h S is found to be equivalent ( [16] ), or nearly the same, as the one obtained from the relationship:
where the film thickness ∆ x D · δ x and the expression on the right of Eq. (5) is evaluated by the computational solution approach described in [16] .
As 
EFFECTS OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN NEAR-INTERFACE VAPOR FLOW AND CONDENSATE FLOWS' INTERFACIAL WAVINESS
Observed Deviations Between Experimental and Theoretical Results
As seen in Figs is sufficiently large. Note that [30] suggests that the order of magnitude of Re δ values where gravity driven laminar condensate becomes wavy is 30 to 100 and where it becomes turbulent is 500 to 1000.
The curves C 1 (and C 2 ) in Fig. 7a suggests that the critical inlet Reynolds number -which determines whether or not near-interface laminarity or turbulence of the vapor is possible over the length of interest (0 ≤ x ≤
x FC ) -also depends on the temperature-difference parameter Ja/Pr 1 which is known to control the interfacial mass transfer rates (see Eq. (6) in [16] ). Similarly curves C 1 ′ (and C 2 ′ ) in Fig. 7b Re δ|x x FC on interface mass transfer rate (as modeled by Ja/Pr 1 ) is expected because vapor lines bend and pierce the interface (see, e.g., [19] ) with significant reduction in the 
III.
The effects of near-interface vapor turbulence and near-interface condensate waviness enhance the average heat transfer coefficient h by a factor greater than 1.3 provided 
Reasons for Deviations and Suggested Modeling for Wavy and Turbulent Annular Flows
Based on the above results, it is likely that, as and when one has access to experimentally measured "local" values of heat transfer coefficient h x , or heat flux q x , then one could use -in conjunction with the existing steady [16] and a full unsteady simulation capability being developed by our group (as in [21] ) -a local interfacial vapor Reynolds number Re VL (x) to characterize local transition from smooth interface steady laminar/laminar conditions to significant interfacial waviness without turbulence as well as significant waviness with turbulence. This number is defined here as Re VL x ρ Uu x /τ where, as in [16] , Uu x and  i are, respectively, time-averaged mean of the physical values of interfacial speed and shear stress. Because the condensate continues to speed up under gravity, the same number Re VL (x) can also be used to characterize subsequent transition to near-interface vapor/liquid turbulence. This parameter Re VL (x) is also the reciprocal of the much sought after interfacial friction factor f x τ /ρ Uu x whose non-dimensional definitions as well as models vary in the literature (see [15] ).
From the one-dimensional smooth-interface laminar/laminar theory presented in the companion paper [16] , we know that the flow is predictable in terms of three variables viz., non-dimensional interfacial speed u f (x), non-dimensional film thickness (x), and non-dimensional pressure gradient d(x)/dx. This is done in [16] with the help of an appropriate approximate model for friction factor f and, concurrently, a model for the vapor For the gravity dominated flow runs (as defined in [16] ) that are experimentally considered in Figs. 6 -7 above, the condensate motion is approximately characterized by the Nusselt solution [5] for a range of inlet flow rates and one can either use the 1-D theory in [16] or use the single degenerate ordinary differential equation in (x) (given in [5] ) to obtain the Nusselt solution that yields (x) as well as u f (x) and Re  (x). In this degenerate gravity dominated limit, vapor momentum balance is completely independent of the condensate motion (and need not be solved if the interest is in the condensate motion alone) and vapor mass balance yields the variations in the average value of the vapor speed. This degeneracy for gravity dominated flows arise from the fact that interfacial shear  i or u f 2 (x)·f(x) is nearly zero relative to wall shear. Yet one can use the full 1-D solution scheme [16] to obtain the still negligible values of u f 2 (x)·f(x) up to a certain x = x* and this is done and resulting values of a gradually increasing Re VL (x) = 1/f(x) is schematically (i.e. not to scale) shown in Fig. 9 .
However, downstream of a certain x = x*, finite amplitude instability induced waves develop ( [16] , [30] ). In the zone x > x*, interfacial shear  i or u f 2 (x)·f(x) is significantly non-zero and should not be ignored. The value of x* itself can be obtained by more detailed experiments or by the unsteady computational approaches described in [19] - [21] . Once x* is obtained, one can still use the full 1-D solution scheme [16] to obtain the still negligible values of u f 2 (x*)·f(x*). If one has to match the negligible shear behavior for x ≈ x* to the wave-induced nonnegligible shear behavior for x > x*, one must discard the Nusselt model for the condensate velocity profile and use the one given by Eq. (7) in [16] . The trends of Re VL (x), Re  (x), Re in (x), in Fig. 9 for x < x* is for a specific gravity dominated flow situation and is representative (though not to scale) of the trends obtained by the solution scheme described in [16] . The trends in Fig. 9 for the laminar/laminar wavy zone over x* ≤ x ≤ x** and the turbulent/turbulent wavy zone for x ≥ x** are entirely schematic and need to be obtained with the help of sufficient experimental input and the modeling approach suggested in the previous paragraph. In Fig. 9 , the suggested trend of the parameter Re VL (x) for x < x* denotes nearly smooth interface steady laminar/laminar conditions, Re VL (x) > Re VL | Cr-1 for x > x * denotes significant laminar/laminar waviness in the near interface zone, and Re VL (x) > Re VL | Cr-2 for x > x ** denotes significant turbulent/turbulent waviness in the near interface zone. The above suggested developments for gravity dominated flows will also yield proper models for the interfacial shear  i (or f) and would make the existing models and one dimensional analyses much more reliable outside the currently available [16] laminar/laminar smooth interface zone.
With the above understanding of Re VL (x), we see that the parameter zone characterized by Eq. (6) above is one for which the ratio x*/x FC dominates the ratio (x FC -x*)/x FC , the parameter zone characterized by Eq. (7) transfer co-efficient values obtained from a one dimensional theory (see [16] ), will yield more reliable estimates of vertical in-tube condensation heat-transfer coefficients (for different working fluids) in the wavy and turbulent regimes.
REMARKS ON COMPARISONS WITH WELL KNOWN CORRELATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
As seen from the theory ( [16] , [21] ) and notations defined in section -3, the non-dimensional numbers that affect these condensing flows can be represented by the set {x x/D, Re in , G P , Fr y 1 , Ja/Pr 1 , ρ 2 /ρ 1 , µ 2 /µ 1 }.
Well known experimental correlations ([5] - [10] , etc.), including those listed in Table 2 (involving x) presented in this and the companion paper [16] for annular wavy gravity driven flows.
In actual practice, for a given fluid, the fluid parameter ρ 2 /ρ 1 and µ 2 /µ 1 do not affect the flow as much as the other parameters. Of these remaining parameters, the set {Re in , G P , Re δ } have a profound impact on the flow physics in the sense that together they determine: (i) certain well defined low to high ranges of Re in for which the core vapor flow is turbulent over a significant length of the flow and it affects the pressure-difference across the two-phase region, (ii) certain well defined low, high, and intermediate ranges of values for G P (see [16] ) decides whether the flow is shear driven, gravity driven, or driven by a combination of shear and gravitational forces, and (iii) certain well defined low to high ranges of Re δ (also discussed in Eqs. (6) -(8)) determine whether or not the near-interface region of the condensate flow exhibits sufficient waviness (with or without turbulence).
The above discussion suggests that the parameters {Re in , G P , Re δ } in the header of Table 2 determine, loosely speaking, at least eight distinct pairs of permutations of these three parameters (e.g. {high, low, low}) that define different flow physics groups -each of which require separate experimental and modeling attention.
Of these, for purely shear driven flows, one typically does not need to consider high Re δ cases involving condensate turbulence as the condensate flows' Re δ is seldom as high as those for gravity driven flows (which may, see [30] , high Re δ in the range of 500-1000).
As seen in Table 2 , the popular correlations in the literature ([4] - [11] , etc.) are developed over multiple flow physics groups because they attempt an ambitious synthesis of experimental data obtained for flows in vertical tubes, horizontal tubes, and horizontal to inclined channels. Even when an attempt is made (as in [11] ) to classify and propose different correlations for different flow regimes (annular, stratified, plug/slug, etc.), the correlations for annular flow rely heavily on horizontal tube data. Now horizontal tube annular flows require shear forces to dominate the effects of azimuthal component of gravity vector which requires relatively large
Re in values (see J G > 2.5 criteria in [11] ) in an altogether different {Re in , G P } space as compared to vertical intube annular wavy flows considered here. Unlike high Re in and low G p three dimensional flows in the correlations given in [11] , the flows considered here involve low Re in and high G p values that allow twodimensional annular flows. As a result of the aforementioned reasons, even where the agreement between the experimentally obtained heat transfer coefficients in this paper and those obtained from related theoretical correlations [16] are found to be good, the values obtained from other correlations of Shah [6] , Cavallini [7] and [11] , Dobson-Chato [8] , etc. are not as good (see Fig. 10 ). The existing correlations can, at best, only provide an order of magnitude estimate of the average heat transfer coefficient. If higher accuracy correlations need to be developed, one must seek correlations for the specific physics based subgroups.
As an example, the experiments and analysis [16] are synthesized here to propose correlations that limit themselves (see the first row of Table 2 ) to a clear and sharp categorization of the boundaries among shear, gravity and mixed flow regimes within laminar vapor (low Re in ) and laminar condensate (low Re δ ) flow regimes.
Furthermore, as discussed in section-4, this paper also makes some contribution, through our experimental results, to define the boundary of this annular wavy flow regime where an assumption of smallness of wave effects and near-interface "laminarity" of the vapor and the condensate flows can be considered to be adequate.
In Figs. 7a-7b , most of the experimental data, that agree well (i.e. within 15%) with the theoretical model in [16] , are found to correspond to gravity dominated flows for which either the Nusselt correlations [5] for high G P or "near" Nusselt correlations for moderate to high G P are adequate. As a result, for the data in the range specified by Eq. (1), the following correlations can be used:
where, if G P is large and in the gravity dominated zone defined in [16] , we have
Nu x 4
Ja
and, if G P is in the moderate to large G P zone defined in [16] , we have 
For reasons discussed above, unlike the Shah [6] , Cavallini [7] , Cavallini [11] , Dobson-Chato [8] , etc correlations in Fig. 10 , the specialized correlations given in Eqs. (9) -(12) -and restricted by Eqs. (1) and (6) are superior for this specific gravity driven annular wavy flow regime (also see Table 2 ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GRAVITY AND SHEAR DRIVEN
FLOWS' BOUNDARY CONDITION SENSITIVITIES
Background for Boundary-Condition Sensitivity Results
New and careful theoretical and computational investigations ( [16] , [21] ) show that purely shear driven flows exhibit a certain elliptic-sensitivity to unsteady impositions. Elliptic-sensitivity of condensing flows means that different independent impositions of pressures with suitable time variations (whether they are steady in the mean or not) is possible at the inlet and the exit while all other conditions (mass flow rate, condensing-surface thermal boundary condition associated with the cooling approach, etc.) remain quasi-steady at the same mean values. For purely shear driven quasi-steady flows, elliptic-sensitivity has been demonstrated (see [21] ) for the case of unsteady or steady-in-the-mean pressure-difference impositions (through concurrent control of inlet and exit pressures). As a result of this sensitivity, the flow realizations (including heat transfer rates and condensingsurface temperatures) significantly change in response to different quasi-steady pressure-difference impositions.
This paper reports and summarizes our experimental finding that similar elliptic sensitivity does not exist for gravity dominated flows. That is, 'non-natural' elliptic pressure-difference impositions (different from selfselected, or "natural" pressure-difference) for the same inlet mass flow rate and coolant flow conditions could not be imposed for experimental realizations of gravity dominated flows in closed loop systems considered here.
Whenever such non-natural pressure-difference is experimentally imposed on a vertical tube condenser, unlike the shear driven case in [21] , the flow variables within the test-section do not make direct adjustments but they do so only because the other mechanical boundary condition (namely the quasi-steady mass flow rate) also changes.
For the gravity dominated in-tube vertical annular flows considered here (see definition of gravity dominated in [16] ), the condensate motion and the associated film thickness (interface location) is completely determined by gravity as they must follow the Nusselt solution [5] . This makes the coupling between liquid motion and vapor motion uni-directional in the sense that the liquid motion dictates and achieves the kind of vapor motion that must be there in order to achieve the Nusselt [5] type behavior for the condensate motion.
Under these conditions, computational simulations (of the type reported in [21] ) also fail to show that imposition of different quasi-steady exit pressure conditions is possible if the inlet conditions (i.e. mass flow rate M and pressure p in at the inlet of the test section in Fig. 11 ) as well as the condensing-surface cooling approach are kept steady/quasi-steady.
In the next two sub-sections, we describe the experimental procedure and results for boundary condition sensitivity of gravity dominated flows.
Procedure for Imposition of "Non-Natural" Pressure-difference for Vertical In-tube Flows
For describing the experimental approach needed to assess the elliptic-sensitivity effect for fully condensing gravity driven flows, the flow loop in Fig. 2 has been slightly modified, and this version is schematically shown in Fig. 11 . This set up is similar to the one used for shear driven flows [21] , except that, for the reported experimental results, the evaporator does not have the water bath within which the evaporator in Fig. 11 is immersed. The test-section in Fig. 11 is the vertical tube test-section in Fig. 1 . In addition, there is an option to use a controllable compressor between the evaporator and the inlet of the test-section. Since the compressor is in a bypass loop, if the mass flow rate M is fixed, the degree to which the compressor contributes energy and adjusts the mean value and fluctuation content of the inlet pressure p in of the vapor as it enters the test-section is adjusted by the control of the compressor's rotational speed (rpm) and through the level of opening/closing of the valve V BP in Fig. 11 .
First the self-sought "natural" pressure-difference for fully condensing flows is achieved using a variation of the procedure described in section 2.2. That is, for these fully condensing cases, the valve V in Fig.   11 is closed and the pump P 2 in Fig. 11 
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In the time duration t 1 to t 1 + 20 min (see Figs. [12] [13] , the test section boundary conditions were constrained as indicated above such that the total test section pressure drop for case C-1 is in the vicinity of a "natural" case for the indicated mass flow rate M , inlet pressure p in , and wall temperature condition T W .
Although the Na-1 case itself is not shown in Figs. 12 and 13 , many such natural cases have been obtained (including all of the experimental cases for the vertical tube condenser used in Figs. 5 -6) where it was observed, for representative cases, that long term quasi-steady flow in the test-section is achieved along with a long term quasi-steady flow in the rest of the system. Therefore, although the time duration for case C-1 (t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 1 +20 min) shown in Figs. 12 -13 is not long enough to assure long term system steadiness outside of the test-section, based on our previous experience, it is expected that test-section (p in | C-1 , T W | C-1 , M | C-1 , etc.) and other system flow variables would remain quasi-steady at their depicted values.
Between time t 1 +20 min and time t 2 , the exit pressure (p exit ) boundary condition was shifted upward from p exit | C-1 to p exit | C-2 (see Fig. 12 ) by changing the set point on the pump P 1 's PID control, which resulted in a temporary slowing down of the liquid pumping rate to allow the level of the liquid in the test section to rise, thereby reducing the length of full condensation (not shown). Due to such an imposition, the inlet pressure (p in ) would normally rise to compensate for the adjustment and regain a natural p T (≡Δp); however, the compressor control on p in prevented this from happening (see Figs. [12] [13] . Instead, between time t 1 +20 min and time t 2 , the compressor PID control reduced the speed of the compressor, C , relieving pressure at the inlet to keep it at the quasi-steady value of p in shown in Fig. 12 .
Case C-2, from time t 2 to time t 2 * appears to have achieved a non-natural quasi-steady value of p T | C-2 ≠ p T | Na-1 flow with other test section variables showing little to negligible shift in their mean values (note small shift down in wall temperature). However, unlike the case C-1 and Na-1, the flow outside of the test-section did not achieve any steady-state and this is shown (in Fig. 13 ) by the unsteady compressor speed C | C-2 and the evaporator pressure p evap | C-2 over this time duration. An outcome of this unsteadiness is that, at time t 2 *, p evap | C-2 has shifted upward (see Fig. 12 ) enough that the evaporation thermodynamics inside the evaporator has changed to prevent the evaporator from continuing to supply the mass flow rate of M | C-2 ≈ M | C-1 ; therefore, M | C-2* reduces between time t 2 * and time t 2 **. During this time period, the values of p in and p exit are held fixed in the mean at p in and p exit | C-2 , respectively, by the compressor and the liquid pump P 1 . Note from Fig. 13 that C | C-2* is still going down between times t 2 * and t 2 **, but not as quickly as C | C-2 between times t 2 and t 2 *. Also note that p evap | C-2* is still unsteady from time t 2 * to time t 2 **, although in the mean it is increasing more slowly than p evap | C- 
